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The influence of the complex topography and dynamic history of the montane Neotropics on the evolutionary differentiation of a cloud forest bird (Premnoplex brunnescens, Furnariidae)

Eugenio Valderrama1,2, Jorge L. Pérez-Emán3,4, Robb T. Brumfield5, Andrés M. Cuervo5 and Carlos Daniel Cadena1

ABSTRACT

Aim To examine the effect of geographical barriers and habitat dynamics related to climatic oscillations on the phylogeography of a widespread passerine of Neotropical cloud forests, the spotted barbtail (Premnoplex brunnescens).

Location Neotropical humid forests of montane areas in lower Central America and South America.

Methods We sequenced two mitochondrial genes and one nuclear intron from specimens collected across the distribution of P. brunnescens. Phylogenetic relationships were inferred using Bayesian and maximum-likelihood methods. Groups with maximum differentiation were estimated with spatial analysis of molecular variance (SAMOVA). We estimated timing of differentiation and relationships among groups with a species-tree approach and historical demography with extended Bayesian skyline plots.

Results Six highly differentiated clades of P. brunnescens are distributed in lower Central America, Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, northern Venezuelan mountains, the Northern Andes, central Peru, and southern Peru and Bolivia. Within the Northern Andes clade, six phylogroups were identified associated with different slopes and isolated cordilleras. Most clades occupy opposite sides of low-lying valleys and ridgelines, but little differentiation was observed across several putative barriers. Population divergence occurred in the late Miocene and Pliocene, perhaps in association with Andean uplift. Historical fluctuations in population sizes suggest that populations tracked the spatial dynamics of montane forests associated with glacial cycles.

Main conclusions Extensive genetic differentiation in mitochondrial and nuclear DNA exists among populations of P. brunnescens. Such marked divergence was probably promoted by the rugged topography and dynamic ecological history of the Neotropical mountains. Our study sheds light on mechanisms promoting population differentiation in the montane Neotropics.

Keywords Andes, genetic differentiation, geographical barriers, historical demography, Neotropical montane forest, orogeny, phylogeography, Pleistocene, spotted barbtail.
Parker et al., 1985; Weir, 2009). Likewise, the Magdalena Valley separates populations from the Cordillera Central and Cordillera Oriental of Colombia in some species (Cadena et al., 2007; Gutiérrez-Pinto et al., 2012). High-elevation habitats above the tree line could also curtail gene flow by dividing forests on separate slopes, causing genetic differentiation across ridges (Guarnizo et al., 2009; Parra et al., 2009).

Environmental conditions at physical and ecological barriers have been dynamic, such that their permeability to gene flow has probably changed over time (Hooghiemstra & van der Hammen, 2004; Cárdenas et al., 2011). Accordingly, population differentiation of cloud forest birds across valleys and ridgelines was probably modulated by elevational shifts of habitats (Vuilleumier, 1969). The role of glacial cycles in promoting population genetic differentiation and species diversification is still debated (Jansson & Dynesius, 2002), especially in Neotropical montane forests (Weir, 2006), partly because of inconclusive palaeoecological evidence (Colinvaux et al., 2000; Hooghiemstra & van der Hammen, 2004). Two models differing in the humidity associated with cool conditions have been proposed to describe the influence that Pleistocene glacial cycles had on Neotropical montane cloud forests (reviewed by Ramírez-Barahona & Eguiarte, 2013). The dry refugia model poses that cloud forests were displaced downslope and compressed into refugia during cool and dry periods. If this were correct, then species inhabiting such forests should have experienced demographic expansion and re-colonization of their former ranges under humid and warmer conditions. Furthermore, population fragmentation would result in loss of genetic diversity and marked genetic differentiation among populations. In contrast, the moist forest model poses that humidity did not change in glacial periods, but that cool conditions promoted downslope displacement of forests without compression, with upslope displacement and fragmentation during warm interglacials. This model predicts range expansion and greater population connectivity across low elevations during glacial periods, but no demographic expansion during interglacials, leading to diffuse genetic structuring of populations, genetic diversity associated with spatial heterogeneity, and little concordance across co-distributed species (Ramírez-Barahona & Eguiarte, 2013). Demographic changes related to glacial cycles have been documented for organisms in the temperate zone (Hewitt, 2000; Shapiro et al., 2004; Shepard & Burbrink, 2009) and in the Afromontane region (Bowie et al., 2006), and some phylogeographical studies suggest that population expansions/contractions have occurred in Neotropical montane taxa (Kosinski et al., 2008; Mata et al., 2009; Pérez-Emán et al., 2010a; Marín et al., 2013). However, the episodes of population expansion and contraction expected under different models of Pleistocene climate have not been tested explicitly using coalescent-based approaches in Neotropical montane organisms.

Pre-Pleistocene events, such as the uplift of the Andes and the accompanying changes of the landscape may also have affected evolutionary diversification in this region. Neotropical mountains uplifted asynchronously: whereas the Central Andes uplifted as a result of tectonic processes during the Palaeogene (c. 65–34 million years ago (Ma)), the major uplift of the Northern Andes started in the late Oligocene to early Miocene (c. 23 Ma). Mountain building in the Northern Andes peaked during the late Miocene and early Pliocene (c. 10–4 Ma), and continued throughout the Pliocene in eastern Colombia (Gregory-Wodzicki, 2000; Hoorn et al., 2010; Mora et al., 2010). Some studies have revealed divergence events seemingly related to Andean uplift (Cadena et al., 2007; Särkinen et al., 2007; Antonelli et al., 2009; Guarnizo et al., 2009; Quintero et al., 2013), while others show that differentiation closely followed Andean orogeny (Picard et al., 2007; Ribas et al., 2007; Chaves et al., 2011). Data for Neotropical montane birds suggest a wide span of population divergence dates; some divergence events might be related to pre-Pleistocene processes and others to Pleistocene dynamics (Weir, 2009).

In this study we examined the role of barriers related to montane topography and of climatic oscillations on population-level differentiation in the Neotropical highlands based on a phylogeographical analysis of the spotted barbtail (Premnoplex brunnescens) (Aves, Furnariidae). This suboscine passerine bird inhabits the understorey of humid montane forests (c. 900–2600 m) in lower Central America, the Andes, and isolated mountain ranges from Venezuela to Bolivia (Remsen, 2003; Greeney, 2008). Premnoplex brunnescens forms a distinctive lineage (originated c. 19 Ma; Derryberry et al., 2011) with its sister species Premnoplex tatei (white-throated barbtail), which occurs allopatrically in north-eastern Venezuela (Pérez-Emán et al., 2010b). Its close association with forest understory, its occurrence along the Andes and other mountain ranges bisected by various lowlands, valleys and ridgelines, and its existence as an independent lineage since the late Miocene (c. 8 Ma; Derryberry et al., 2011) make P. brunnescens a good candidate with which to examine processes involved in evolutionary differentiation in the Neotropical highlands. We examined phylogenetic relationships among geographically isolated populations of P. brunnescens using a comprehensive sample of individuals and considering both mitochondrial and nuclear DNA data, and assessed the role of geographical barriers in shaping patterns of population genetic structure. We also estimated the timing of divergence events among lineages and related such estimates to geological and climatic history. Finally, we tested for genetic signatures of demographic expansions and contractions potentially associated with Pleistocene glacial cycles.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Sampling**

We obtained 107 tissue samples of P. brunnescens from most of its known distribution (a total of 59 localities, Fig. 1) and representing its five described subspecies (Remsen, 2003). We also obtained sequences from six specimens of P. tatei,
representing its two subspecies (Pérez-Emán et al., 2010b) (see Appendix S1 in Supporting Information); all the analyses treated *P. tatei* as part of the ingroup. Our outgroups were *Margarornis* squamiger, *Margarornis rubiginosus* and *Pygarrhichas albogularis* (sequences from Derryberry et al., 2011); *Margarornis* is sister to *Premnoplex*, and *Pygarrhichas* is a more distantly related furnariid (Derryberry et al., 2011).

**Laboratory procedures**

We extracted DNA using a DNeasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). When extractions were made from skin (toe) samples taken from specimens, we modified the manufacturer’s protocol by using 30 μL of Proteinase K (20 mg/mL) and incubated samples at 55 °C until most of the tissue was digested (up to 4 days). Additionally, we made two final elutions of 30 μL each, with buffer at 70 °C.

We sequenced two mitochondrial (mtDNA) genes: cytochrome *b* [cyt *b*, 1045 base pairs (bp) for 106 individuals] and NADH dehydrogenase subunit 2 (*ND2*, 1041 bp for 104 individuals). The nuclear intron 7 of the beta fibrinogen gene (*fbf7*, 968 bp) was also sequenced for 70 individuals representing major groups recovered by analyses of mtDNA data and covering the species’ geographical range. Whenever possible, we amplified each gene as a single fragment; alternatively, we amplified genes in two fragments (see primers in Appendix S2). Standard methods for DNA amplification and sequencing were employed (Cadena et al., 2007). Chromatograms were checked for stop codons in coding genes, and ambiguities in base calls and mismatches in overlapping sequences produced by different primer combinations were corrected in *Geneious* Pro 4.5.5 (Biomatters Development Team, 2008). In the nuclear region apparent heterozygosities were scarce and coded as ambiguities using IUPAC codes; insertions–deletions were treated as missing data.

**Phylogenetic analyses**

We aligned sequences using the MUSCLE algorithm (Edgar, 2004) in *Geneious* Pro 4.5.5 with default settings. The
incongruence length difference test (Farris et al., 1995) implemented in PAUP* 4.0b10 (Swofford, 1998) did not reveal significant conflict in topologies recovered from different genes. Thus, we constructed three data sets: (1) 73 individuals (70 of P. brunnescens, 3 of P. tatei) for the $\beta$fib7 nuclear region, (2) 113 individuals for cyt b and ND2 concatenated mitochondrial regions (107 of P. brunnescens, 6 of P. tatei), and (3) 69 individuals for combined $\beta$fib7, cyt b and ND2 sequences (66 of P. brunnescens, 3 of P. tatei).

To assess relationships among haplotypes, we conducted phylogenetic analyses based on the three datasets using Bayesian inference in MrBayes 3.2.1 (Ronquist et al., 2012). Each analysis comprised four independent runs, each with one cold chain and three heated chains with incremental temperature of 0.125 ran for 20 million generations sampling every 1000 generations. We ran nine different analyses using different partitioning schemes (Appendix S2). The best-fit substitution model for each partition was selected using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) in jModelTest 2.1.1 (Darriba et al., 2012). When models included more than one substitution type, we allowed MrBayes to explore different substitution schemes using reverse-jump sampling. To confirm convergence of independent runs and appropriate mixing we used statistics from MrBayes and inspected parameters in Tracer 1.5 (Rambaut & Drummond, 2007). The first 5000 samples of each run (25%) were discarded as burn-in. Partitioning schemes were compared with Bayes factors using the harmonic mean of likelihood values (Lartillot & Philippe, 2006). The selected partitioning scheme was: two separate partitions based on codon positions (first and second positions separate from third positions) for the mtDNA dataset, and the same scheme with an extra partition for the nuclear intron for the combined mtDNA and $\beta$fib7 dataset (Appendix S2).

We also analysed data using maximum-likelihood in GARLI 2.0 (Zwickl, 2006) run from the CIPRES portal (Miller et al., 2010). Likelihood values of partitioning schemes were compared with the small-sample size corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc; McGuire et al., 2007). Each analysis included 100 bootstrap replicates with two independent search replicates. The best-fit substitution model for each partition was selected using the AICc in jModelTest. The same partitioning schemes as in the Bayesian analysis were selected (Appendix S2). Nodal support was summarized with the SumTrees package (Sukumaran & Holder, 2010).

Genetic structure

We examined relationships among mtDNA haplotypes within well-supported clades using statistical-parsimony networks (Templeton et al., 1992) constructed in R (R Development Core Team, 2012) with the package pegas (Paradis, 2010). We calculated uncorrected pairwise ($p$)-distances in MEGA 5.0 (Tamura et al., 2011) to measure genetic differentiation within and among clades obtained in phylogenetic analyses.

We estimated the number of groups of samples maximizing genetic structure among them using a spatial analysis of molecular variance (SAMOVA; Dupanloup et al., 2002) based on the mtDNA dataset and the georeferences of sampling sites. We chose the minimum number of groups ($k$) maximizing the fixation index ($F_{CT}$) by comparing independent runs each consisting of 100 annealing processes for values of $k$ between 2 and 20.

Species tree and timing of differentiation

To estimate phylogenetic relationships among populations identified by the SAMOVA while considering intragroup polymorphism and incomplete lineage sorting, we implemented the *BEAST species-tree approach (Heled & Drummond, 2010) in BEAST 1.7.4 (Drummond et al., 2012). Based on the BIC, HKY+$\Gamma$ and HKY were selected as the best-fit substitution models for the mtDNA and nuclear datasets, respectively. We used the cyt $b$ substitution rate of 2.08% (SD 0.62%) divergence per million years (Weir & Price, 2011) to obtain branch lengths in units of time. To allow time-calibration of trees using the ND2 data, we related model-corrected distances for cyt $b$ with distances obtained using the combined cyt $b$ and ND2 data using linear regression (Appendix S3). Because the slope of this regression was 1.1 ($r^2 = 0.98$), we multiplied the 0.0104 cyt $b$ per-lineage rate (SD 0.0031) by 1.1 and fixed the product (0.0114, SD 0.0034) as the mean rate for calibration (Weir & Price, 2011). We fitted a relaxed molecular clock with lognormally distributed rate-variation to the mtDNA data. We ran four independent chains for 50 million generations sampling every 1000 steps and discarded the first 10,000 as burn-in. We combined results of separate runs and used TRACER 1.5 to check effective sample sizes (ESS) of parameter estimates and convergence and mixing of runs. Because mixing was poor and estimates of the $\Gamma$ substitution-model parameters were correlated, we repeated the analysis using HKY+$\Gamma$ to model substitutions in the mtDNA dataset, which resulted in appropriate mixing. We used TreeAnnotator 1.7.4 to obtain the 95% highest posterior density of estimates of node ages and FigTree 1.4.0 (Drummond & Rambaut, 2007) to examine trees. We used DensiTree (Bouckaert, 2010) to jointly visualize all topologies included in the posterior sample.

Historical demography

To assess whether populations have experienced changes in size as predicted by the hypothesis that glacial cycles led to contractions and expansions of montane forests, we estimated changes in effective population size over time. Analyses were based on the extended Bayesian skyline plot (EBSP) method implemented in BEAST 1.7.4, which uses coalescent-based models to estimate posterior probabilities of effective population size over time (Heled & Drummond, 2008). Analyses focused on the groups identified by the SAMOVA.
with more than 10 individuals. All the analyses included the pooled mtDNA sequences; the nuclear region was also included in the analyses of groups with at least 10 individuals having βfib7 sequences. We found no evidence of selection or recombination (DnaSP 5 was used to apply Fu and Li's tests, the four-gamete test and the ZZ test statistic; López & Rozas, 2009). Substitution models for each partition and a molecular clock were fitted as in the ‘beast’ analysis. We estimated population sizes under the ‘coalescent: constant size’ tree prior for each group independently and then used resulting values as the ‘demographic:populationMean’ prior starting value in EBSP runs (Heled, 2010). Each run consisted of 1 × 10^8 generations with sampling every 1000 steps of which 10,000 were discarded as burn-in. Operators were modified to enhance mixing (Heled, 2010). Because ESS in analyses involving samples from the Colombian Cordillera Central and Cordillera Occidental were low using this search strategy, we combined data from four different runs of 6 × 10^7 generations sampling every 1000 steps and discarding 6000 as burn-in. Skyline plots were constructed in R.

## RESULTS

Genetic variation within *P. brunnescens* was substantial. We observed 52 unique βfib7 sequences among the 70 individuals sampled (40 variable characters, 21 of which were parsimony informative), and 94 unique sequences in the concatenated mitochondrial (cyt b and ND2) dataset including 107 individuals (487 variable characters, 436 of which were parsimony informative). In the concatenated dataset including nuclear and mitochondrial data (499 variable characters, 453 parsimony informative), sequences of each of the 66 individuals were unique.

### Phylogenetic analyses

Bayesian analyses using all datasets showed that *P. brunnescens* and *P. tatei* are reciprocally monophyletic sister taxa in all the topologies in posterior distributions. Analyses with mtDNA alone and combined with βfib7 revealed six clades within *P. brunnescens* located in: (C1) Central America, (C2) Venezuelan northern mountains (Coastal Cordillera and north-easternmost Mérida Cordillera); (C3) Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta; (C4) Northern Andes from Venezuela to northern Peru; (C5) central Peru; and (C6) southern Peru and Bolivia (Fig. 2). The nuclear region βfib7 alone recovered C2, C3 and C4 (the latter with low posterior probability), but not C1, C5 and C6 (Fig. 2, Appendix S3).

Clades largely corresponded to subspecies designations, except for the central Peru clade (C5), which supposedly belongs to subspecies *P. b. brunnescens* but was divergent from populations referable to this taxon from the Northern Andes group (Fig. 1). Relationships among the six clades recovered by mtDNA were not clearly resolved, with the exception of the sister relationship between C5 and C6, supported by high posterior probabilities with βfib7 data alone and combined with the mtDNA datasets (0.97 and 1.00, respectively), and by a low probability (0.74) with the mtDNA dataset (Fig. 2).

The clade from the Northern Andes (C4) consisted of several phylogroups (some of which not strongly supported), including populations from: (C4-1) the eastern slope of the Cordillera Oriental of Colombia and the Venezuelan Andes; (C4-2) the western slope of the Colombian Cordillera Oriental, Serranía de Perijá and a sample from the Venezuelan Andes; (C4-3) the Colombian Cordillera Central and Cordillera Occidental; (C4-4) the south-western extreme of Colombia and north-western Ecuador; (C4-5) northern Peru, eastern Ecuador, south-eastern Colombia, and one individual from north-western Colombia (sample 53, Fig. 1); and (C4-6) areas immediately south of the Marañón Valley (Fig. 2). Within C6, samples from southern Peru (C6-1) and Bolivia (C6-2) appeared in separate phylogroups, but our sampling did not allow a detailed description of spatial patterns of genetic variation.

Maximum-likelihood analyses recovered the same clades and phylogroups with similar support values as in Bayesian analyses. For bootstrap values for the topology in Fig. 2, see Appendix S3.

### Genetic structure

Uncorrected p-distances between *P. tatei* and *P. brunnescens* were 9.2–10.7% in mtDNA and 1.1–1.4% in βfib7 (Appendix S2). Distances between the six major clades of *P. brunnescens* were 7.0–8.9% in mtDNA and 0.2–0.8% in βfib7. Within phylogroups from the Northern Andes genetic differentiation was moderate: 0.6–1.7% in mtDNA and <0.1–0.2% in βfib7. Even clades with broad geographical distributions (e.g. C4 from the Venezuelan Andes to northern Peru) showed relatively little genetic differentiation (mean 1.0% in mtDNA and 0.1% in βfib7, Appendix S2) despite extending across several putative barriers. No haplotypes were shared among regions corresponding to phylogroups of the Northern Andes (C4), and the relationships between haplotypes were concordant with those recovered by the Bayesian and maximum-likelihood phylogenetic analyses (Fig. 3).

The minimum number of groups maximizing FCT was identified by SAMOVA as 11 (Appendix S3). The 11 groups identified coincided with the six clades discussed above, but the Northern Andes samples were further subdivided into five groups corresponding to the first five phylogroups described above with a few minor differences. First, individuals from the south proximities of the Marañón Valley (samples 89 and 93) clustered with the phylogroup from northern Peru, eastern Ecuador and south-eastern Colombia. Second, a sample from north-western Colombia (53) related to the latter phylogroup in phylogenetic analyses clustered with individuals from the Colombian Cordillera Central and Cordillera Occidental. Third, a sample from south-eastern Colombia (48) not included in any phylogroup clustered with samples from northern Peru, eastern Ecuador and...
Figure 2 50% majority-rule consensus tree from the Bayesian analysis of the mtDNA dataset showing phylogenetic relationships among samples of *Premnoplex brunnescens*, *P. tatei* and outgroups *Margarornis squamiger*, *M. rubiginosus* and *Pygarrhichas albogularis*. Posterior probability obtained for each node with the different datasets (mtDNA + bfb7/mtDNA/bfb7) is shown with asterisks (*) denoting maximum posterior probability and dashes (−) when the node was not recovered with the respective dataset. Clades are indicated as in the text, and shapes and colours of symbols are shown in Fig. 1.
south-eastern Colombia (Fig. 1). The samples from southern Peru and Bolivia are divided in the same phylogroups mentioned above.

**Species trees and timing of differentiation**

Our species-tree analysis confirmed that *P. brunnescens* and *P. tatei* are reciprocally monophyletic sister taxa, a result found in every topology in the posterior distribution (Fig. 4). Relationships among the six clades of *P. brunnescens* recovered based on mtDNA data are not clearly resolved in the species tree, with the exception of the clade including lineages from central Peru (C5) and southern Peru and Bolivia (C6). This analysis also splits a group containing the clades from the Venezuelan northern mountains (C2), central Peru (C5), and southern Peru and Bolivia (C6) from the other northern clades, but with poor support (posterior probability 0.43).

The time-calibrated species tree indicated that divergence between *P. brunnescens* and *P. tatei* occurred c. 7.6 Ma (95% highest posterior density range, HPD: 4.1–11.2 Ma). Divergence of major clades within *P. brunnescens* dated to between 5.3 and 3.2 Ma (95% HPD: 1.2–7.3 Ma), during the late Miocene and Pliocene (Fig. 4a). Divergences between phylogroups occurring in southern Peru and Bolivia and within the Northern Andes dated to the Pleistocene, between 0.9 and 0.2 Ma, respectively (95% HPD: 0.1–1.5 Ma). Divergence between Central and South America was dated at 4.1 Ma (95% HPD: 2.0–6.3 Ma).

**Historical demography**

Five of the 11 groups identified by SAMOVA had more than 10 individuals, allowing for demographic analyses: Venezuelan northern mountains (C2; 11 individuals with mtDNA and βfib7 data), the eastern slope of the Cordillera Oriental of Colombia and Venezuelan Andes (C4-2; 13 individuals, mtDNA), the western slope of the Colombian Cordillera Oriental, Serranía de Perijá and Venezuelan Andes (C4-1; 12 individuals, mtDNA), the Colombian Cordillera Central and Cordillera Occidental (C4-3; 13 individuals, mtDNA), and northern Peru, eastern Ecuador and south-eastern Colombia (C4-5; 20 individuals, mtDNA and βfib7). Although the credible intervals in the ESBPs were wide and only in the case of the Colombian Cordillera Central and Cordillera Occidental was the 95% HPD estimate of population change over time different from zero (Fig. 5d), genetic variation in four of the five groups analysed suggests demographic expansions over the last 200,000 years. In these groups, the distributions of the parameter describing changes in population

---

*Figure 3* Network showing relationships among the Northern Andes haplotypes of *Premnoplex brunnescens*. Circle sizes are proportional to the number of individuals sampled with each haplotype and the number of changes is indicated with dashes along branches (when no dashes are shown, haplotypes are separated by a single mutational step). Colours identify locations within the Northern Andes as in Fig. 1.
size are not centred on zero (all have a median of one; Fig. 5). In contrast, the population from the eastern slope of the Cordillera Oriental of Colombia and the Venezuelan Andes shows no signal of change (Fig. 5b).

DISCUSSION

Strong genetic differentiation among populations of *P. brunnescens* points to the importance of physical barriers and changes in the landscape occurring since the Miocene in shaping its evolutionary history. The timing of species and population differentiation suggests a span of dates including some potentially associated with mountain building in the Andes over the last 10 million years and some with events in the Pleistocene. This temporal framework, together with the inferred instability of population sizes presumably related to climatic fluctuations associated with glacial cycles in some regions, suggests that several geographical, orogenic and climatological phenomena are likely to be responsible for genetic differentiation among populations.

Phylogenetics and population genetic structure

Despite analysing > 3000 bp from the mitochondrial and nuclear genomes, relationships among major clades of *P. brunnescens* were not clearly resolved, suggesting a burst of differentiation early on in the history of this group. Similar results in other clades (Pérez-Emán, 2005; Cadena et al., 2007; Chaves et al., 2011; Gutiérrez-Pinto et al., 2012) suggest that this may be a general pattern in the diversification of Neotropical montane birds.

The independent evolution of six major lineages in *P. brunnescens* has proceeded to the point that they are not only highly differentiated in mtDNA, but also nearly reciprocally monophyletic in a nuclear gene, despite the fourfold longer coalescence time of the latter (Moore, 1995). There is also agreement with phenotypic variation described in this taxon because subspecies taxonomy is congruent with patterns of genetic differentiation. The only exception is the population from central Peru, referred to *P. b. brunnescens* but forming a clade with populations referred to *P. b. stictonotus* of southern Peru and Bolivia. Genetic distances between major clades of *P. brunnescens* (7.0–8.9% in mtDNA) are among the highest reported for within-species differentiation in Neotropical montane birds (Weir, 2009), are even greater than those between some furnariid congeneric species (García-Moreno et al., 1999; Sanín et al., 2009; Claramunt et al., 2013), and are similar to those among species in other Andean bird genera (García-Moreno & Fjeldså, 2000). Therefore, under a variety of species concepts and criteria (de Queiroz, 2007), the major lineages we recovered could be considered separate species. Future studies should examine the phenotypic distinctiveness of the central Peru clade, and address whether genetic differentiation is concordant with patterns of variation in other traits (e.g. vocalizations) to fully assess whether *P. brunnescens* comprises multiple, reproductively isolated species.

The strong population genetic differentiation in *P. brunnescens* is probably related to its ecology: understorey birds often have limited dispersal abilities (Moore et al., 2008), and could be strongly affected by physiographical and ecological barriers or isolation by distance (Burney & Brumfield,
The distribution of the clade from the Venezuelan northern mountains does not fully account for differentiated populations. For example, the clade from Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta is bounded by the Cesar Depression and lowlands of northern Colombia. Geographical limits in Peru are more uncertain owing to sparse sampling, yet the Northern Andes clade could be limited in the south by the arid valley of the upper Huallaga River. Sampling areas extending north and south of the Huallaga in the Peruvian Central Andes could help our understanding of the historical effect of barriers in this region. The southern boundary of the central Peru clade is likely to be associated to one of the major dry valleys in the region (Mantaro, Apurimac, or Urubamba; Gutiérrez-Pinto et al., 2012). However, overt geographical barriers do not fully account for differentiated populations. For example, the distribution of the clade from the Venezuelan northern mountains crosses the Turbio-Yaracuy Depression and ends in the Lara region of the Mérida Cordillera where no obvious geographical barrier occurs.

Two pairs of phylogroups within the Northern Andes occur on opposite slopes of mountain ranges: one in the Andes of southern Colombia and Ecuador, and the other in the Cordillera Oriental of Colombia. Although divergence on opposite mountain slopes separated by high elevations has received little attention in the literature (Parra et al., 2009), the differentiation across opposite slopes of Northern Andean ranges suggests that high-elevation areas have limited gene flow between slopes in the forest-dwelling P. brunnescens (see also Chaves et al., 2011). This is consistent with the expected role of high-elevation passes as physiological barriers to dispersal in tropical montane organisms (Janzen, 1967) and suggests that extreme conditions imposed by high-elevations habitats may restrict migration and promote opportunities for allopatric differentiation in species with narrow and conserved ecological niches (Cadena et al., 2012).

The phylogroups occupying different slopes of the Cordillera Oriental include samples from opposite slopes of the Venezuelan Andes, suggesting gene flow across the low-elevation Táchira depression. Likewise, samples of a population located south of the Marañón Valley are related to populations located north of this valley, suggesting some historical permeability to gene flow or recent population expansion (Isler et al., 2012). More generally, our data suggest genetic exchange to varying degrees across different valleys in the Andes of Colombia and Venezuelan Andes; (c) the western slope of the Colombian Cordillera Oriental, Serranía de Perijá and Venezuelan Andes; (d) Colombian Cordillera Central and Cordillera Occidental; and (e) northern Peru, eastern Ecuador and south-eastern Colombia. Median values are shown as solid lines, and the 95% highest posterior densities (HPDs) as dashed lines. Bars are proportional to the number of genealogies with values in the specific time interval. Blue lines correspond to 1000 of the genealogies used to estimate the 95% HPD of the population sizes. The median values of the parameter describing changes in population sizes are shown with the corresponding 95% HPD range. All groups except those in panel (b) show signals of expansion, but such signals are significant only in panel (d).

**Figure 5** Changes in population sizes in the last 200,000 years obtained in the extended Bayesian skyline plot (EBSP) analyses for the groups of *Premnoplex brunnescens* from (a) Venezuelan northern mountains; (b) the eastern slope of the Cordillera Oriental of Colombia and Venezuelan Andes; (c) the eastern slope of the Cordillera Oriental, Serranía de Perijá and Venezuelan Andes; (d) Colombian Cordillera Central and Cordillera Occidental; and (e) northern Peru, eastern Ecuador and south-eastern Colombia. Median values are shown as solid lines, and the 95% highest posterior densities (HPDs) as dashed lines. Bars are proportional to the number of genealogies with values in the specific time interval. Blue lines correspond to 1000 of the genealogies used to estimate the 95% HPD of the population sizes. The median values of the parameter describing changes in population sizes are shown with the corresponding 95% HPD range. All groups except those in panel (b) show signals of expansion, but such signals are significant only in panel (d).
and other montane taxa to acquire their current distributions. Potential associations between Andean uplift and evolutionary diversification have been documented in studies of birds and other organisms (Pérez-Emán, 2005; Cadena et al., 2007; Ribas et al., 2007; Särkkinen et al., 2007; Koscinski et al., 2008; Guarnizo et al., 2009).

The divergence date between samples from South America and Central America (from 2.0 to 6.3 Ma) coincides with the closure of the Panamanian Isthmus dating to the late Miocene and Pliocene (Coates et al., 2004; but see Montes et al., 2012). This timing is consistent with the hypothesis that avifaunal interchange between continents, particularly of forest specialists, occurred in concert with the isthmus formation (Weir et al., 2009; Smith & Klicka, 2010). Tectonic and volcanic activity during the same period resulted in the highlands of Costa Rica and Panama obtaining their present form (reviewed by Barrantes, 2009). This points to the importance of mountain uplift for the colonization of Central America.

A second burst of differentiation dating to the last million years resulted in the differentiation of populations from the Northern Andes and also in the split between populations from southern Peru and Bolivia; such events were probably related to climatic changes during the Quaternary. Furthermore, although credible intervals of population sizes were broad and only one of the four analyses suggested that demographic expansion was significant, estimated population sizes showed fluctuations since their most recent common ancestor. This pattern, together with the marked genetic structure, the concordance in some of the phylogenetic breaks with those existing in other species, and the occurrence of phylogeographical breaks seemingly unrelated to geographical barriers, appears to be most compatible with predictions of the dry refugia model of Pleistocene habitat dynamics (Ramírez-Barahona & Eguiarte, 2013). However, our data do not obviously reject predictions of the moist forest model (Ramírez-Barahona & Eguiarte, 2013); the downslope displacement of montane forest assumed by this model would result in corridors of favourable habitat across lowlands and inter-Andean valleys during glacial periods, which could account for patterns of population expansion. In any event, we see no evidence of alternating periods of population expansion and contraction associated with climatic change as documented in temperate-zone species (e.g. Shapiro et al., 2004).

The evidence of expansion over the last 200,000 years in the clade formed by populations from the Cordillera Central and Cordillera Occidental of Colombia, which bound the Cauca Valley, could be explained by both the dry refugia and moist forest models of vegetation dynamics. The estimated elevational range of lower montane forest in the Last Glacial Maximum in the Colombian Andes was 800–1400 m (Hooghiemstra & van der Hammen, 2004), thus encompassing most of the elevational range in the Cauca Valley (Appendix S3). In addition, palynological evidence indicates that montane forest elements existed in this valley some 10,000 years

Timing of differentiation and demographic history

The molecular-clock analyses and the extent and patterns of genetic differentiation seen among populations indicate that species- and population-level differentiation in Premnoplex occurred over a protracted period. The divergence of P. tatei and P. brunnescens dates roughly to the late Miocene (c. 7.6 Ma), supporting previous divergence dates estimated with few individuals (Pérez-Emán et al., 2010b). Intraspecific diversification in P. brunnescens is estimated to have occurred from the late Miocene to the Pliocene (from c. 3.2 to 5.3 Ma), coinciding with the timing of orogenic processes in the Andes, especially the major uplift during the last 10 million years (Gregory-Wodzicki, 2000; Mora et al., 2010). The relatively recent uplift of the Northern Andes resulted in an increase in montane forest area available for colonization and differentiation, and probably reduced gaps between older mountain ranges such as the Central Andes and the Venezuelan Andes (Hoorn et al., 2010). Divergence times estimated here suggest that the Northern Andean uplift could have linked different montane regions, allowing P. brunnescens...
ago (Berrío et al., 2002). Elevational displacement of forests may partly account for the demographic expansion pattern and the lack of genetic structure across this valley in *P. brunnescens* and other species (Cadena et al., 2007; Gutiérrez-Pinto et al., 2012; Isler et al., 2012) if these cordilleras were connected by corridors of favourable habitat (moist forest model) or if both areas shared a refugium from which populations expanded to occupy their current ranges (dry refugia model).

In contrast to patterns discussed above, the population of the eastern slope of the Cordillera Oriental of Colombia and the Venezuelan Andes appears to have been demographically stable. This may reflect that some montane areas served as ecoclimatic refugia, where populations were relatively unaffected by Pleistocene glacial cycles. Taken together, our results showing different demographic patterns in different regions suggest that the overall effect of climatological phenomena on the distribution of habitats and thus the potential distribution and population size of our study species was probably not geographically uniform (see also d’Horta et al., 2011). Although similar results showing demographic changes over the Pleistocene have been documented in other organisms (Bisconti et al., 2011; Chaves et al., 2011; Batalha-Filho et al., 2012), future studies should aim to connect episodes of localized climatic and habitat change with patterns and processes of evolutionary differentiation.
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Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article:

Appendix S1 Information on the samples included in the study, including identification number in the figures (ID), taxon, locality, geographical coordinates, museum catalogue number and GenBank accession numbers.

Appendix S2 Additional tables, including primers used, partitioning schemes considered for phylogenetic analyses, and uncorrected p-distances within and among major clades and within and among Northern Andes phylogroups.

Appendix S3 Additional figures, including phylogenetic trees, plots and maps.
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